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Abstract Missing data recurrently affect datasets in almost every field of quantitative
research. The subject is vast and complex and has originated a literature rich in very
different approaches to the problem.Within an exploratory framework, distance-based
methods such as nearest-neighbour imputation (NNI), or procedures involving multi-
variate data analysis (MVDA) techniques seem to treat the problem properly. In NNI,
the metric and the number of donors can be chosen at will. MVDA-based procedures
expressly account for variable associations. The new approach proposed here, called
Forward Imputation, ideally meets these features. It is designed as a sequential pro-
cedure that imputes missing data in a step-by-step process involving subsets of units
according to their “completeness rate”. Two methods within this context are devel-
oped for the imputation of quantitative data. One applies NNI with the Mahalanobis
distance, the other combines NNI and principal component analysis. Statistical prop-
erties of the two methods are discussed, and their performance is assessed, also in
comparison with alternative imputation methods. To this purpose, a simulation study
in the presence of different data patterns along with an application to real data are
carried out, and practical hints for users are also provided.
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1 Introduction

Oscar Wilde’s Lady Bracknell said: Ignorance is like a delicate exotic fruit: Touch it
and the bloom is gone. With these famous lines, Wilde aimed at attacking the English
aristocracy of his timewhose interestwas to hinder the spread of education to thewhole
society. Wilde’s subtle message was to stress the extreme importance of knowledge
and the need to defeat ignorance. Similarly, in statistical analysis, missing data are an
important obstacle to disclosing knowledge.

Whatever the statistical transposition ofWilde’smessage, however,missing data are
a type of ignorance that must be handled carefully, because an inappropriate treatment
of missingness may affect findings and lead to unreliable results. An overwhelm-
ing amount of approaches have been proposed for this purpose. A comprehensive
and definitive taxonomy of these approaches is difficult to implement since multiple
features should be taken into account, such as statistical or mathematical settings and
properties, their specific purpose, the fields of application, and so on.Nonetheless, clas-
sifications recurrent in literature distinguish between parametric and nonparametric
methods, single or multiple imputation, imputation-based procedures (e.g. nearest-
neighbour imputation) andmodel-based procedures (e.g. likelihood-based orBayesian
methods). Reference can be made to Little and Rubin (2002) and Rässler et al. (2013)
for a general review of missing data approaches and related discussion. In more spe-
cific contexts, Schafer (1997) treats the problem of imputing multivariate missing
data within a model-based imputation framework, while Groves et al. (2002) collect
many contributions dealing with the problem of nonresponse for different typologies
of surveys.

Within a nonparametric framework, distance-based methods such as nearest-
neighbour imputation (NNI), or procedures involving multivariate data analysis
(MVDA) techniques seem to treat the problem properly in a data analysis perspective,
where no a priori distribution assumption is made, and the main concern should be to
preserve the observed features of data. In particular, the NNI method allows subsets of
complete units to be selected on the basis of a specific metric and used as “donors” for
incomplete units. MVDA-based techniques can recover values for incomplete units by
taking into account associations between variables. Both the approaches have attrac-
tive features. This motivated us to develop a new approach that ideally meets the
potentialities of the two methods, in spite of an already vast literature. In particu-
lar, our approach to the problem of imputation is distance-based and takes advantage
of the underlying data structure by exploiting the level of interconnections among
variables, as provided by covariance/correlation structures in the case of quantitative
data.

We call this approach “Forward Imputation” (ForImp) because it is a sequential
method that alternates NNI with an MVDA technique to impute missing data in a
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step-by-step process involving subsets of units according to their “completeness rate”.
It is an exploratory-descriptive method that does not need distribution assumptions on
the data structure. In this sense, it can be classifiedwithin the nonparametric framework
and regarded as one of the learning-from-data procedures, which have been greatly
developed over these last years (Hastie et al. 2009).

This work is therefore addressed to presenting the methodological and algorith-
mic aspects of this new approach focusing on imputation for quantitative missing
data. It has been extensively tested through a wide range of many different scenarios
concerning a multitude of simulated and real data patterns, together with benchmark
comparisons with other two relevant imputation methods. A selection of the obtained
results is provided here, whereas the extensive simulation study is presented in Solaro
et al. (2015a), and a specific aspect is treated in Solaro et al. (2014).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ForImp
approach in detail, along with two possible variants specifically proposed for quanti-
tative data: The one based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA), the other on the
Mahalanobis distance. Section 3 presents a selection of the simulation study results
obtained under some representative scenarios pertaining to specific data structures.
Section 4 proposes a case study concerning real data. Section 5 concludes the paper
and also discusses further developments.

2 The proposed approach: Forward Imputation

The main idea of the ForImp approach is to estimate missing data by exclusively
exploiting the complete part of the data, which becomes larger and larger at every
step of an iterative procedure. No initialization of missing entries is required. The
approach is grounded on three basic ingredients: the forward, sequential progression
of the imputation task, the use of the NNI method, and the possible recourse to an
MVDA technique. These elements together create a general “architecture” thatmust be
specified differently according to the nature of the data, in particular the measurement
level of the variables.

Here, focusing on the problem of imputation for quantitative data, we propose two
variants within the ForImp approach. The simplest variant exclusively relies on the
NNI method, which is applied directly to the original variables. The other ForImp
variant introduces PCA as an MVDA technique to obtain synthesis statistics from
the complete part of the data in a way that is instrumental in the set-up of so-called
“pseudo-indicators”. These are artificial, missing-data-free variables, which gather the
main relevant information intrinsic to the complete part of the data.

We indicate the two methods developed according to these lines: (A) ForImp with
PCA (ForImpPCA-FIP), which involves both an MVDA technique (i.e. PCA) and
NNI (Sect. 2.1); (B) ForImp with the Mahalanobis distance (ForImpMahalanobis-
FIM), which involves only NNI applied to the original variables (Sect. 2.2). Both FIP
and FIM fulfil the imputation task by taking advantage of the covariance/correlation
structure of the complete part of the data, which is sequentially updated at every
step of the procedure. They work through distinct stages, as described in detail
below.
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2.1 ForImp with PCA

The FIP procedure exploits the PCA method for setting up the pseudo-indicators we
term pseudo-principal components. These are computed for all the units (i.e. both
complete and incomplete) in order to synthesize the main relevant information in the
covariance/correlation matrix of the complete part of the data, and then transfer them
to incomplete units in a way that is instrumental in the subsequent application of the
NNI method. All is performed in four stages:

– Stage 0: Data Preparation. Let X = [xi j ] be an n× p data matrix of p quantitative
variables X j and n units (i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , p). Assume that at least p rows
of X are free of missing values and the other n − p rows contain at most p − 1
missing values (n > p, p ≥ 2), (the assumption n > p can indeed be relaxed. See
Remark 4 further on). Then, matrixX is split into K +1 disjoint submatrices where
the first, denoted by X0, is missing-data-free of dimension n0 × p, p ≤ n0 < n,
while the other K submatrices Xk of dimension nk × p contain exactly k missing
values in each of their rows, with k = 1, . . . , K < p and n0 + ∑K

k=1 nk = n. Such
submatrices are then ordered increasingly according to k.

→ Set k = 1. It is not necessary for index k to assume all the integers in {1, 2, . . . , K }.
It may occur that nk = 0 for any k. In such a case, jump to the first k′ > k such that
nk′ > 0.

– Stage 1: This stage consists of two phases. (1) Running PCA. PCA is run on the
completeXk−1 available up to the (k−1)-th step to synthesize the complete part of
the data. Accordingly, a number p of principal components (as many as there are
variables) is extracted from either variance-covariance matrix �k−1 or correlation
matrixRk−1 of the completenk−1×pmatrixXk−1, in order to obtain the eigenvalues
λ

(k−1)
s and the normalized eigenvectorsω

(k−1)
s having the loadingsω

(k−1)
js as generic

elements ( j, s = 1, . . . , p).
(2) PPC score computation. Pseudo-indicators called Pseudo-Principal Compo-
nents (PPCs) are set up from such quantities for both complete units in Xk−1 and
incomplete units in Xk involving only common variables without missing values.
In all, as many PPCs are built as there are variables. Let ιk be the set formed by the
k-combinations of the p variable indices having missing values in the rows of Xk .
The total number of k-tuples ιτ,k in ιk is thus given by Tk ≤ (p

k

)
, τ = 1, . . . , Tk ,

k ≤ p−1. For instance, if p = 5 and k = 2, then
(5
2

) = 10 is the maximum number
of potential pairs of variables with missing values inX2, but if: {X1, X2}, {X4, X5}
were the actual pairs withmissing values inX2, then the ι2 set would contain T2 = 2
elements given by: ι2 = {ι1,2 = {1, 2}, ι2,2 = {4, 5}}. Next, let Sτ,k be the subset
of incomplete units u(k)

i having missing values just on the combination of variables

with indices in ιτ,k , (i = 1, . . . , nτ,k; τ = 1, . . . , Tk;∑Tk
τ=1 nτ,k = nk). Then, for

each ιτ,k the PPCs, denoted by C̃ , are given:
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(i) for submatrixXk and the incomplete units in Sτ,k , by the linear combinations:

C̃ (k)
s(ιτ,k )

(Sτ,k) =
p∑

l=1
l /∈ιτ,k

ω
(k−1)
ls X (k)

l (Sτ,k), (1)

(s = 1, . . . , p, ∀τ ), where X (k)
l (Sτ,k) denotes the l-th variable (column) in

Xk with index l outside ιτ,k , and with values referred to the incomplete units
u(k)
i in Sτ,k . In particular, (ιτ,k) at subscript of C̃s stresses that computations

in (1) are performed only on variables Xl with index l /∈ ιτ,k , while (k) at
superscript indicates that C̃s is computed on the incomplete Xk occurring at
the k-th step;

(ii) for submatrix Xk−1 and its complete units, by the linear combinations:

C̃ (k−1)
s(ιτ,k )

=
p∑

l=1
l /∈ιτ,k

ω
(k−1)
ls X (k−1)

l , (2)

(s = 1, . . . , p, ∀τ ), where X (k−1)
l denotes the l-th variable in Xk−1 with

l /∈ ιτ,k considered with respect to all the units u(k−1)
c therein present, which

are either originally complete or imputed during the process run up to the
(k − 1)-th step (c = 1, . . . , nk−1).

– Stage 2: Application of the NNI method. In order to select a proper subset of donors
for each unit in Xk , the NNI method is applied to both complete and incomplete
units using the PPC scores (1) and (2). The weighted Minkowski distance dr of
order r (r ≥ 1 and, for r → ∞, the Tchebycheff or Lagrange distance) is used as
the basic metric for comparing unit u(k)

i in Xk with each unit u(k−1)
c in Xk−1, for

c = 1, . . . , nk−1:

dr (u
(k)
i , u(k−1)

c ) =
{ p∑

s=1

∣
∣
∣
(
c̃(k)
s(ιτ,k ),i

− c̃(k−1)
s(ιτ,k ),c

)
w(k−1)
s

∣
∣
∣
r
}1/r

, (3)

where the values c̃(k)
s(ιτ,k ),i

and c̃(k−1)
s(ιτ,k ),c

are the PPC scores computed according to

formulas (1) and (2), respectively, while the weight w(k−1)
s is given by:

w(k−1)
s =

√
√
√
√λ

(k−1)
s /

p∑

m=1

λ
(k−1)
m , s = 1, . . . , p, (4)

with the eigenvalues λ
(k−1)
s computed at Stage 1, phase (1). The weight (4) is

introduced to strengthen (or weaken) the role of the PPCs that derive from the
principal components with higher (or smaller) variance.
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Donors u(k)
δ,i for unit u(k)

i are then given by the first q100 % of complete units

u(k−1)
c corresponding to the q-th quantile dq,i of Minkowski distances dr in (3),

(0 < q < 1; δ = 1, . . . , nδ; i = 1, . . . , nk).
– Stage 3: Imputation. For each incomplete unit u(k)

i , the missing value on variable
X j is imputed by computing a weighted average of its donors’ values:

x̃ (k)
i j =

∑nδ

δ=1 x
(k−1)
δ j

1
dδi∑nδ

δ=1
1
dδi

, ∀ j ∈ ιτ,k, dδi 	= 0 ∀δ, (5)

for i = 1, . . . , nk , where nδ is the total number of donors for u(k)
i , and dδi is the

distance between the δ-th donor and unit u(k)
i as computed in Stage 2. The reciprocal

of the distances in (5) allows more (less) emphasis to be put on nearer (more
distant) donors. Should an incomplete unit coincide with one or more donors (i.e.
dδ′i = 0 for any δ′), we would replace formula (5) with: x̃ (k)

i j = 1
nδ′

∑nδ′
δ′=1 x

(k−1)
δ′ j ,

thus exclusively taking up the nδ′ donors coincident with the incomplete u(k)
i and

discarding the others.
The imputed submatrix X̃k is thus obtained by replacing the missing values in

Xk with the corresponding imputed values x̃ (k)
i j derived from (5). The new complete

matrix Xk is finally given by stacking the previous Xk−1 with the imputed X̃k .

Stages 1 to 3 are sequentially repeated with the increasing of index k, thus making
the complete part of the data larger and larger after the completion of each iteration.
The FIP procedure then stops when matrix X is completely imputed.

Several aspects concerning the FIP algorithm are pointed out in the following.

Remark 1 Loadings for computing PPC scores. For comparability reasons, in formu-
las (1) and (2) the PPC scores at step k are computed using only non-missing variables
common to both complete and incomplete units along with the loadings derived from
PCA carried out on the complete matrix Xk−1. In this sense, we call them “pseudo”
principal component scores. We do not compute the linear combinations for the com-
plete units in Xk−1 using all the variables. The intent is to synthesize the information
through a criterion common to all the units—both complete and incomplete—and
based on common elements (i.e. same variables and same loadings).

For the same comparability reasons, we do not re-compute the loadings for each
possible combination of common complete variables occurring for a given k. Apart
from an additional computational burden, this procedure would actually change the
weighting system for the variables. The loadings would be normalized each time on
different subsets of complete variables according to the positions where the missing
values occurred.

All this is especially crucial when the difference between the number p of overall
variables and the number k of variables having missing values is small, since PCA
would be performed on sub-matrices related to the complete part with a very small
number, p − k, of columns, in the extreme case equal to one.
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Remark 2 Use of quantiles for the set of donors. The problem of how many donors
should be selected in an NNI approach is widely debated in literature (Little and
Rubin 2002; Tarsitano and Falcone 2010). No conclusive answer has been given, since
solutions for the best number of donors are often found for a specific framework. In our
algorithm, for each incomplete unit we use the first q100 % of units in the complete
matrix Xk−1 as donors (0 < q < 1), a natural choice since we are dealing with
sub-matrices of different sizes at each k. We have performed an extensive simulation
study (Solaro et al. 2015a) elsewhere in order to inspect the problem of how to choose
the proportion q of donors. It showed that the ideal proportion of donors ultimately
depends on the pattern of data at hand. However, since the number of donors grows
as k increases, it is possible to conceive a mixed approach in which the number of
donors is limited by a maximum threshold (e.g. fixing an upper bound).

Remark 3 Full-rank condition. Matrices �k−1 or Rk−1 do not need to be of full rank
for each k. Denoting with p′ < p the rank of �k−1 or Rk−1 for a given k, one has:
λ

(k−1)
p′+1 = λ

(k−1)
p′+2 = · · · = λ

(k−1)
p = 0. Formulas (1) and (2) for PPC score computation

thus still hold for every s = 1, . . . , p′, . . . , p, with certain loadings ω
(k−1)
ls possibly

equal to zero for the last indices s > p′. Nevertheless, the contribution of such PPCs
to theMinkowski distance (3) vanishes because of the corresponding zero eigenvalues
λ

(k−1)
s in the weight (4).

Remark 4 Number of units less than variables. The requirement that at least p rows in
X are free of missing values, i.e. n0 ≥ p, is not binding. For the arguments advanced
in the Appendix, which descend from the well-known relationship between classical
multidimensional scaling (also known as Principal Coordinates Analysis-PCO) and
PCA (Cox and Cox 2001; Gower 2005), in case of n0 < p the first step of FIP is
liable to be modified as follows:

– Stage 1: extract the first non-null n′
0 ≤ n0 −1 eigenvalues λ

(0)
s and p-dimensional

eigenvectors ω
(0)
s from R0 (or �0), (with index s ranging over 1 to n′

0 < p);
– Stage 2: compute formulas (1) and (2) to set up all the possible n′

0 PPCs regarding
only the variables outside the various ι sets, then apply formulas (3) and (4) for
selecting donors;

– Stage 3: carry out imputation by formula (5).

For the procedure to work, a minimum number n0 of units equal to 3 is required.
In general, the number p of variables might exceed the total number of complete

units not only at Stage 0, but in one or more of the subsequent steps k, i.e. nk−1 < p
for any k > 1. In such a case, the above sketched procedure still applies by extracting
the first non-null n′

k−1 ≤ nk−1 − 1 eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors at
Stage 1, and then all the possible n′

k−1 PPCs at Stage 2. Finally, given the relationship
between PCA and PCO, this procedure can be applied to the extreme, though not
unusual, situation in which the starting matrix X has a number of units smaller than
variables, i.e. n < p. In such a case, one obviously has: nk−1 < p at every step k,
(k = 1, . . . , K ). We indicate this latter variant of the method as ForImp with PCO, to
stress the substantial difference from the n > p case.
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Remark 5 Choice between the variance-covariance matrix and correlation matrix.
Since FIP does not aim at dimensionality reduction problems, the input matrix from
which the PCs are extracted should be chosen consistently with the imputation prob-
lem. For example, if a variable had a greater variability and a smaller number of
missing values than the others in the set, extracting the PCs from matrix �k−1 rather
than Rk−1 would be preferable even if variables are not directly comparable. This
would put more weight on the most complete variable, and the subsequent selection
of donors would depend more on it than the others. This feature would turn out to be
attractive if this variable were highly correlated with the others.

Remark 6 Ordinal data. In Ferrari et al. (2011), an alternative treatment method for
missing data is proposed in the context of nonlinear PCA when the objective is to
measure a single latent dimension from ordinal data with missing categories. Since
the proposal belongs to the ForImp approach, it can be readily extended to a pure
imputation perspective by extracting more than one latent dimension and carrying out
a procedure similar to FIP.

2.2 ForImp with the Mahalanobis distance

The FIM variant starts from Stage 0 as in FIP, but does not embrace Stage 1 because
FIM works directly on the original variables. Regarding Stage 2, the basic metric for
selecting donors is the Mahalanobis distance dM :

dM (u(k)
i , u(k−1)

c ) =
{(

x(k)
(ιτ,k ),i

− x(k−1)
(ιτ,k ),c

)t
�−1

(ιτ,k ),ic

(
x(k)
(ιτ,k ),i

− x(k−1)
(ιτ,k ),c

)}1/2

, (6)

where x(k)t
(ιτ,k ),i

and x(k−1)t
(ιτ,k ),c

are the (p − k)-dimensional row-vectors of unit u(k)
i in Xk

and unit u(k−1)
c in Xk−1, respectively, with values given by the variables Xl outside

the ιτ,k set. The variance-covariance matrix �(ιτ,k ),ic of order (p − k) is computed

on the variables Xl outside the ιτ,k set using values of all complete units u(k−1)
c plus

the unit u(k)
i (this set of units is indicated with “ic” at the subscript of �(ιτ,k),ic). If

k = p − 1, then dM reduces to: dM (u(k)
i , u(k−1)

c ) =
∣
∣
∣x

(k)
l,i −x (k−1)

l,c

∣
∣
∣√

Var(Xl,ic)
, c = 1, . . . , nk−1,

where Xl,ic denotes the unique, common complete variable outside the ιτ,k set with
values restricted to the units u(k)

i and u(k−1)
c .

Similarly to FIP, donors are then given by the first q100 % of complete units
corresponding to the q-th quantile dq,i of Mahalanobis distances dM (0 < q < 1;
i = 1, . . . , nk). For the rest, the routine applies in the same way as described above.

Unlike FIP, FIM requires the invertibility of matrix �(ιτ,k ),ic in the Mahalanobis
distance (6), which must then be of full rank for all k, and whichever the set ic of units
is. A necessary condition for this to happen is: nk−1 + 1 ≥ p for every k. Clearly, the
full-rank requirement rules out the possibility that FIM can be applied when n < p.
In such a case, one could resort to the FIP method as explained in Remark 4.
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2.3 Further characteristics of the FIP and FIM methods

We will now discuss some further characteristics of FIP and FIM concerning: (a) role
of units and (b)weight of variables, both in the selection of donors, and (c) admissibility
of imputed values. Specifically:

(a) The forward and sequential nature of the procedure, common to FIP and FIM,
implies that units are included into the imputation process according to the extent
of their completeness. Accordingly, the more missing values the units have, the
later they enter the process, and the fewer chances to become donors throughout
the procedure they have.

(b) Common complete variables are weighted differently or not according to which
of the two ForImp variants is considered. In FIP, common variables are weighted
through their loadings, which derive from running PCA on the complete part of
the data and then appear in PPC computation formulas (1) and (2). Common
variables having the highest loadings in (1) and (2) and taking part in the com-
putation of the PPCs that are associated with the highest eigenvalues, and then
the highest weights (4), play a more important role in the subsequent selection
of donors, because this evaluation is based on the Minkowski distance (3) just
computed using the PPCs and their weight (4). On the other hand, in FIM the
use of the Mahalanobis distance (6) implicitly assigns a same weight to the vari-
ables, adjusting for their correlation. As a result, selection of donors is based on
variables that are put on the same footing and thus play the same role.

(c) Imputations are always fulfilled in the range of observed values as a result of the
well-known Cauchy internality property held by power means of order r , (r 	= 0,
andwith r → 0 for the geometric mean), with (5) being an average. This property,
which seems obvious, may not be possessed by other imputation methods, and
turns out to be desirable in many applications where it is known that values of
variables cannot be outside a range of admissible values. FIP and FIM, imputing
in the range of observed values, certainly produce admissible values.

Moreover, as the ForImp approach is based on the NNI method, complete units that
are very far from the incomplete ones—at least with reference to the common observed
part—in principle should not take on the role of donors. ForImp is thus expected to
be intrinsically robust to the presence of outlying units or groups of units more or less
separated from the main core of the data. However, the actual resistance of FIP and
FIM to contamination greatly depends on the structure and pattern of anomalies, which
are likely to assume more varied and complex shapes in a multidimensional space,
and should then be carefully inspected before proceeding to imputation. A cautious
approach could consist of removing the outlying units detected by some convenient
methods [e.g. Forward Search (Atkinson et al. 2004)] from the complete part of the
data and then proceeding to imputation on the outlier-free dataset. In this regard, Sect. 4
proposes an example of imputation in the presence of multivariate outliers, which uses
both the full and the outlier-free datasets. Alternatively, one can replace � (in the case
of FIM and FIP) or R (as for FIP) with a robust estimate [e.g. minimum covariance
determinant, based on the “good” part of the data (Rousseeuw and Leroy 1987)] to
produce robust PPC scores or robust Mahalanobis distances.
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All the routines concerning FIP and FIM were implemented in the R environment
(R Core Team 2015). These routines are part of the R library “GenForImp” (Solaro
et al. 2015b), available on the CRAN package repository of the R web site.

3 Performance assessment of FIP and FIM: simulation study

The performance of FIM and FIP was assessed and compared through an extensive
Monte Carlo simulation study in the presence of data having different patterns. The
extended version of the study is reported in Solaro et al. (2015a). Results discussed
here concern a subset of the simulation scenarios regarded asmore representative since
they closely interpret common real situations.

Alternative imputation techniques were also considered in the simulation study
as a benchmark for comparisons, namely: (i) Stekhoven and Bühlmann’s missForest
method (2012), a nonparametric imputation technique for continuous and/or categor-
ical data based on a random forest [i.e. a random classifier introduced in the context
of machine learning by Breiman (2001)]; (ii) Iterative PCA [IPCA, Nora-Chouteau
(1974), Greenacre (1984)], an algorithmic-type technique that imputes missing values
simultaneously by the iterative use of PCA, and recently reassessed by Josse et al.
(2011) to be part of a more general methodology with principal component methods
(missMDA).

Of course, many other imputation methods could have been considered for bench-
marking, such as the extensions introduced by Wasito and Mirkin (2005) of the
least-squares imputation algorithms using the NNI approach. However, besides com-
paring FIM and FIP with either an imputation method similarly involving PCA, like
IPCA, or based on a far different logic, such is missForest, our choice in favour of
these two methods was also secondary to the availability of implemented routines in
the R environment (R Core Team 2015). In particular, IPCA is implemented in the R
library “missMDA” by Husson and Josse (2015), and missForest in the homonymous
R library “missForest” by Stekhoven (2013).

3.1 Simulation study

The main objective of the simulation study was to assess the performance of FIP
and FIM, also in comparison with missForest and IPCA, in the presence of data
patterns often encountered in applications, i.e. heavy/thin-tailed symmetric or skew
shapes having specific correlation structures between variables. On this point, besides
considering “dimensionality of data” (number of units and variables) and “seriousness
of missingness” (i.e. percentages of missing values), correlations of variables, kurtosis
and skewness of the data distribution were more closely taken into account, as they
were expected to greatly affect the imputation performance. In Solaro et al. (2015a),
the simulation study is extensively described along its main steps, i.e. simulation
design, multivariate distributions chosen for data generation, relationship between
input parameters and output parameters of the involved multivariate distributions, set-
up of data patterns having specific characteristics in terms of kurtosis or skewness and
correlation structures, simulation procedure and summary of simulation results, and
finally, descriptive and inferential analyses of the achieved outcomes.
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Table 1 Formal definitions ofMSN family ofdistributions

MSN family of distributions: XXX ∼ MSNp(�, α)

Density function f (x; �,α) = 2φp(x; �)Φ(αtx), where:

− φp(x; �) is the Np(0, �) d.f. with correlation matrix �

− Φ(·) is the N (0, 1) distribution function, and α ∈ R
p

Meaning of parameters − Parameter related to the skewness: α ∈ R
p.

If: α = 0, then: XXX ∼ Np(0, �)

− Mean vector: E(XXX) = μ = √
2/πδ, with: δ = �α√

1+αt�α

− Variance–covariance matrix: V(XXX) = � = � − μμt

− Correlation matrix: R = D−1�D−1, with:

D = diag
{√

1 − 2π−1δ2j

}

j=1,...,p

− � input correlation matrix, R output correlation matrix

− Multivariate (MV) skewness index:

γ1MV =
(
4−π
2

)2
(μt�−1μ)3 ∈ (−0.9905,+0.9905)

As an instance of the study carried out, we focus here on simulations performed
under a pattern of data very common in real situations, which is given by a mix of dis-
tribution skewness and different correlations between variables. It will be described in
the next Sect. 3.2. Data inherent to this pattern were randomly generated by relying on
theMultivariate Skew-Normal (MSN) family of distributions (Azzalini andDallaValle
1996; Azzalini and Capitanio 1998), the description of which is provided in Table 1,
along with the method implemented by Azzalini in the R library “sn” (Azzalini 2015).

Table 2 reports the simulation settings considered for the study. Combined together,
they gave rise to a total number of 216 simulation scenarios. Table 2 also shows
the correspondence between some relevant values of parameters of the generating
MSN distribution (input parameters) and the values of some indices (output para-
meters) that can be of interest for the statistical analysis of the generated data.
This correspondence is essential for interpreting simulation results in the presence
of such a complex variation structure among all the involved parameters, which is
intrinsic to MSN distributions. Input parameters stand for correlation coefficients
ωl j in matrix � (l 	= j), skewness parameters α in vector α, and coefficient c
regulating the unbalance of correlations in �, while output parameters are corre-
lation coefficients ρl j in matrix R (l 	= j) and multivariate (MV) skewness index
γ1MV.

Under each scenario a complete n × p data matrix X∗ (n > p) was first generated
according to a specific MSN distribution. Then, 1000 incomplete matrices Xt were
derived from it by deleting 5, 10, or 20 %, respectively, of Missing Completely At
Random (MCAR) values (t = 1, . . . , 1000). Subsequently, missForest, IPCA, FIP,
and FIM were applied to each Xt with their options fixed as reported in Table 2.
For each method, simulation results were synthesized by means of the Relative Mean
Square Error (RMSE):
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Table 2 Experimental conditions, correspondence of input–output correlations and skewness, and options
fixed for the applicability of the imputation methods

Data dimensionality and seriousness of missingness:
− Number of variables in X∗ p = 5
− Number of units in X∗ n = 500; 1000
− Percentage of MCAR values 5%; 10%; 20%

Data generation from MSNp(Ω, α) with Ω = ωlj l=j=1,...,p and α = [α]j=1,...,p:

→ Input parameters: → Output parameters:

− Skewness parameter: α = 1; 4; 10; 30, ∀j − Output correlation coefficients in R:

− Input correlation coefficients in Ω: ρ1j = ρ1, j = 1
ω1j = ωj1 = −ω, 0 < ω < 1, j = 1 ρlj = ρ2, for l, j = 1, l = j
ωlj = ω/c, for l, j = 1, l = j,

with ω = 0.2; 0.5; 0.8 and c = 1; 1.25; 1.5

Correspondence between input and output correlations (with α varying):

Input correlations in Ω: Output correlations in R: Correlation structure∗:

ω = 0.2, c = 1; 1.25; 1.5 → ρ1 ≈ −0.25, ρ2 ≈ 0 neg. low and nearly null ρs
ω = 0.5, c = 1; 1.25 → ρ1 ≈ −0.4, ρ2 ≈ 0.2 neg. moderate and pos. low ρs
ω = 0.5, c = 1.5 → ρ1 ≈ −0.4, ρ2 ≈ 0.1 neg. moderate and nearly null ρs
ω = 0.8, c = 1 → ρ1 ≈ −0.7, ρ2 ≈ 0.6 neg. high and pos. high ρs
ω = 0.8, c = 1.25 → ρ1 ≈ −0.7, ρ2 ≈ 0.35 neg. high and pos. moderate ρs
ω = 0.8, c = 1.5 → ρ1 ≈ −0.7, ρ2 ≈ 0.25 neg. high and pos. low ρs
∗ neg.: negative, pos.: positive

Correspondence between input and output skewness:

Input skewness xednissenweksVMtuptuO: : Strength:

α = 1 (with: ω ≥ 0.2, c = 1; 1.25; 1.5) → γ1MV ∈ (0.27, 0.42) moderate skewness
α ≥ 4 (with: ω ≥ 0.2, c = 1; 1.25; 1.5) → γ1MV ∈ (0.89, 0.99) strong skewness

Options fixed for each imputation method:
− missForest maximum number of iterations: 50

− IPCA default option “Regularized method” in the function “imputePCA”
maximum number of iterations: 5000
number of extracted PCs: p − 2, (p ≥ 3)

− FIP extraction from the var-cov matrix (option “cor=False”)
distance: city-block (r = 1); Euclidean (r = 2); Tchebycheff (r = ∞)

− FIP and FIM donor quantile: q = 0.05; 0.1; 0.15; 0.2

mRMSEt =
p∑

j=1

1
nσ 2

j
(x∗

j −mx̃ j,t )
t (x∗

j −mx̃ j,t ), (7)

(t = 1, . . . , 1000), where x∗
j is the j-th column vector of the complete matrix X∗,

mx̃ j,t is the j-th column vector of the matrix mX̃t imputed with method m at the t-th
simulation run, and σ 2

j is the variance of the j-th variable in X∗.
After that, we carried out descriptive and inferential analyses of RMSE values.

Descriptive analyses were performed by computing usual synthesis measures (mean,
standard deviation, and quartiles) and providing graphical representations (e.g. dot
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plots of RMSE median values). Inferential analyses were carried out to test the null
hypothesis of equality of RMSE distributions of the examined methods against dif-
ferent ordered alternative hypotheses under a same simulation scenario. To this end,
the Jonckheere–Terpstra (J–T) test was preferred to Page’s test (Hollander and Wolfe
1999) because we regarded comparisons among the various RMSE distributions, as
fixed in our systems of hypothesis, as overall (i.e. on all runs) rather than punctual (i.e.
run-by-run), as Page’s test would have indicated instead.

3.2 Simulation results under skewness and unbalanced correlations

Data within the pattern of skewness and unbalanced correlations were generated to be
skew-distributed, with the first variable being negatively correlated with all the others
by a same value −ω, and the other variables positively correlated to each other by a
samemagnitudeω/c, with 0 < ω < 1, c ≥ 1 (Table 2). In order to produce unbalanced
correlations, thismagnitudewas progressively reducedby increasing coefficient c from
1 (absence of unbalance) to 1.25 and 1.5 (Table 2). Unbalance was thus defined on
the absolute values of input correlations ωl j in matrix � without taking into account
their sign (l 	= j = 1, . . . , p). The unbalance extent among absolute correlations in
the input � then reflects in the output R correlation matrix though not linearly, as
sketched in the input-output correspondences in Table 2. To help the reader interpret
these correspondences, a short description of the types of correlation structures is
therefore proposed and later referred to in the description of simulation findings.

It can be immediately seen from Table 2 that the patterns of variations among
input-output parameters are quite complex. The crucial point in interpreting simulation
results is understanding how changes in input ω, c and α parameters affect the output
ρ and γ1MV values. In Solaro et al. (2015a), there is a wide discussion on this point.
Within the scopes of this study, it is helpful to consider that, ceteris paribus, the
skewness index γ1MV increases as α increases—in particular index γ1MV assumes
moderate values with α = 1 and approaches its maximum possible value equal to
+0.9905 (Table 1) as α increases—, while the absolute values of the two distinct
correlation coefficients ρ1 and ρ2 in matrix R (Table 2) increase as ω increases and
decrease as c increases.

Figure 1 presents dot plots of the RMSE median values obtained for each method
under the settings of Table 2, with p = 5 variables, n = 1000 units, 20 % of MCAR
values, and q = 0.1 donor quantile in the case of FIM and FIP. This situation rep-
resents the other omitted scenarios well and thus allows us to draw some general
considerations. By taking into account the correspondence between input � and out-
put R provided in Table 2, it can be seen that: (a) When ω = 0.2 (i.e. negative low
and nearly null ρs, 1st row of panels in Fig. 1) FIM is the best imputation method,
achieving the smallest RMSE values, followed by FIP. The performances of IPCA
and missForest are worse; (b) when ω = 0.5 (i.e. negative moderate and positive
low/nearly null ρs, 2nd row in Fig. 1) FIP mostly proves to be the best method with
few exceptions; (c) the case ω = 0.8 (last row, Fig. 1) highlights the main differences
among the methods. There is an inversion of trend moving from “negative high and
positive high ρs” (c = 1), where IPCA is the best method and FIM the worst, to
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Fig. 1 Dot plots of RMSE median values of missForest, IPCA, FIM and FIP with q = 0.1 donor quantile,
20 % of MCAR values, p = 5 variables and n = 1000 units. Values of ω in each row of panels: ω = 0.2
(first row), ω = 0.5 (second row), ω = 0.8 (third row). Values of c in each column of panels: c = 1 (first
column), c = 1.25 (second column), c = 1.5 (third column)

“negative high and positive low ρs” (c = 1.5), where FIM is the best method and
IPCA the worst. The panel related to the “negative high and positive moderate ρs”
level (c = 1.25) displays an intermediate situation, where missForest, FIM and FIP
have a very similar good performance, while IPCA performs less well.

Regarding the skewness effect, the dichotomy α = 1 vs. α ≥ 4 is clearly visible.
In particular, when ω = 0.2, missForest, FIM, and FIP perform better for more skew
data (α ≥ 4), while IPCA seems less sensitive to variations of α. On the other hand,
when ω = 0.8, all the methods tend to perform better for less skew data (α = 1).
The case ω = 0.5 is intermediate, showing both the trends, in particular the first for
c = 1.5 (better for more skew), and the second for c = 1 (better for less skew).

The one-sided J–T test results reported here concern the problem of detecting the
best method from among FIM, FIP and IPCA. missForest was discarded from this
analysis because IPCA proved to perform better than it in almost all the considered
scenarios of the overall study (Solaro et al. 2015a). The aim is to test the null hypoth-
esis:

H0 : FFIM(x) = FFIP(x) = FIPCA(x) ∀x ≥ 0, (8)

where in (8) FFIM, FFIP and FIPCA denote the RMSE distribution function of methods
FIM, FIP and IPCA, respectively, against each of the following six ordered alternative
hypotheses:
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Table 3 J–T test for detection of the best imputation method among FIM, FIP and IPCA

p = 5
n = 500 n = 1000

c 1 1.25 1.5 1 1.25 1.5
ω = 0.2 α = 1 6 6 6 1 1 1

α = 4, 10, 30 4 1 1 1 1 1
ω = 0.5 α = 1 3 3 6 3 2 1

α = 4 3 6 1 2 1 1
α = 10 3 4 1 2 1 1
α = 30 3 1 1 2 1 1

ω = 0.8 α = 1, 4, 10, 30 3 1 1 3 1 1

Legend:

1 , 4 : FIM the best

2 : FIP the best

3 , 6 : IPCA the best

(1) H1 : FFIM(x) ≤ FFIP(x) ≤ FIPCA(x)

(2) H1 : FFIP(x) ≤ FFIM(x) ≤ FIPCA(x)

(3) H1 : FIPCA(x) ≤ FFIP(x) ≤ FFIM(x)

(4) H1 : FFIM(x) ≤ FIPCA(x) ≤ FFIP(x)

(5) H1 : FFIP(x) ≤ FIPCA(x) ≤ FFIM(x)

(6) H1 : FIPCA(x) ≤ FFIM(x) ≤ FFIP(x),

(9)

with at least one strict inequality for any x , at the 0.05 nominal level. For each scenario
the best method is then judged as the one that corresponds to the significant test result
having the smallest p-value on the reference asymptotic normal distribution.

Results are displayed in Table 3. With a significant result, the number of the “most
significant” ranking is given according to the numbering of system (9). Moreover,
the cells are differently coloured depending on which method appears as the first in
the significant ranking. Grey cells denote rankings 1 and 4 where FIM is the best.
Light-grey cells stand for rankings 2 and 5 where FIP is the best. A blank background
in the cells denotes rankings 3 and 6 with IPCA as the best. Comparisons reported
there are made with FIM and FIP applied at their default options (q = 0.1 and r = 2).
As is apparent, FIM in particular performs better than the others in almost all the
considered scenarios. IPCA works better with balanced moderate or high ρs (c = 1
with ω = 0.5; 0.8), with the only exceptions of ω = 0.5, c = 1, α ≥ 4 and n = 1000,
where FIP, followed by FIM, is better than IPCA.

3.3 Discussion and practical hints for users

A few general considerations about the main findings of the overall simulation study
are worth making. As expected, the four methods share the fact that their RMSE tends
to increase with the dimensionality of data, especially the number of variables, and to
decrease as the value of the correlation parameters increases. This is consistentwith the
fact that if variables are medium/highly correlated then imputation is generally subject
to smaller errors. In addition, the most important factor that seems to discriminate, on
the whole, between a “good” and a “less good” imputation method reveals itself to be
the type of correlation structure along with the magnitude of correlation coefficients,
whose impact can become even stronger if data are skew (see also Solaro et al. 2015a).
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Regarding the examined data patterns, the main impressive findings of the work
can be given in the form of practical hints for users. In particular:

1. FIM works well, especially in the presence of data with small or negative correla-
tions of a same magnitude, or a mix of negative and positive correlations provided
that such correlations are strongly unbalanced towards lower absolute values. Such
considerations hold particularly for skew data;

2. FIP has characteristics similar to FIM, but tends to perform better with a slightly
higher level of correlations, i.e. small/medium correlations, according to the find-
ings of Sect. 3.2 (Table 2; Fig. 1).

Otherwise, in the presence of either symmetric or skew data with medium/high cor-
relations, other imputation methods such as IPCA could give better results. To this
regard, it is worth remarking that, while not showing satisfactory results in most of
the considered scenarios, missForest (not inspected by the J–T test) was expressly
designed for imputing mixed-type data. This could explain its lack of effectiveness
for quantitative data in the comparisons that were carried out.

As for the choice of the “ideal” donor quantile (FIM and FIP) and the distance
(FIP), the simulation study pointed out that:

(i) The choice concerning donor quantiles appeared to be strongly linked to the mag-
nitude of correlation of variables. If correlations are low then selecting a higher
proportion of donors (e.g. q = 0.2) leads to smaller errors, while if correlations
are high having few donors (e.g. q = 0.05) implies better results. In general, a
good choice seems to fix the percentage of donors equal to 10 % (which is set as
default in FIM and FIP) or 15 %.

(ii) Concerning FIP, differences among the various Minkowski distances here con-
sidered (i.e. city-block, Euclidean and Tchebycheff distances) did not appear too
substantial in the considered comparisons among the methods. The Euclidean dis-
tance could hence be used as a default metric. Nonetheless, the performance ofFIP
can improve by taking into account the data structure more carefully, for instance
by considering that in the presence of higher levels of correlations the Tchebycheff
distance (r = ∞) seems a better choice, while the city-block distance (r = 1) has
proved to be fitting in most of the considered scenarios with low correlations.

4 Consistency of FIP and FIM with real situations: a case study

In what follows, a case study concerning real data is shown in order to highlight
certain good properties of the ForImp approach, as outlined in Sect. 2.3. In particular,
the imputation performance of the two ForImp methods is compared with missForest
and IPCA in the presence of data with multivariate outliers. This case study is carried
out using the Swiss Bank Note dataset, which is extensively considered by Atkinson
et al. (2004) as an example of real data contaminated with multivariate outliers and
underlying group structures. The authors apply the Forward Search (FS) methodology
to detect such kinds of departures from the main core of the data. The dataset collects
p = 6 types of readings (size of bank notes) made on n = 200 Swiss bank notes, of
which 100 are genuine and 100 are forged. The six variables are: Y1: length of bank
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note near the top; Y2: left-hand height of bank note; Y3: right-hand height of bank
note; Y4: distance from bottom of bank note to beginning of the patterned border;
Y5: distance from top of bank note to beginning of the patterned border; Y6: diagonal
distance. A more complete description is provided in the cited reference (Atkinson
et al. 2004, pp. 22–30). Imputation in the presence of mixed data is beyond the scope
of this work. Accordingly, in the following analysis the group structure is not taken
into account, while emphasis is put on the presence of multivariate outliers. A first
application of FS on the full dataset (analyses here omitted) revealed that 19 bank
notes (with id code: 1, 5, 16, 40, 111, 116, 138, 148, 160, 161, 162, 167, 168, 171,
180, 182, 187, 192, 194) could be considered as outlying with respect to the main core
of the data.

To stress the impact of these outlying units, a description of the data pattern and
subsequent analyses were performed twice, the first time involving all the units (“with
outliers”,n = 200) and the second time the non-outlyingunits only (“without outliers”,
n = 181). Regarding the shape of the data, Mardia’s multivariate skewness index
(Mardia 1970) is equal to 6.9826 (“with outliers”) and 1.9891 (“without outliers”).
As expected, skewness of the multivariate empirical distribution appears less marked
when outliers are deleted.Moreover, the empirical correlationmatrixR contains a mix
of positive and negative correlations with ρmax = 0.743 and ρmin = −0.623 (“with
outliers”) and ρmax = 0.743 and ρmin = −0.832 (“without outliers”), while the
mean absolute correlation, given by: ρ̄abs = 0.374 (“with outliers”) and ρ̄abs = 0.416
(“without outliers”), shows a moderate average level of the (off-diagonal) correlations
in absolute value. These features let us understand that the ForImp approach could
perform effectively on both datasets, in particular for the moderate average magnitude
of correlations alongwithmarked unbalance among them characterizing both datasets.
In addition, we expect FIP to perform better than FIM because of the medium average
level of absolute correlation coefficients, and theTchebycheff distance leading to better
results than the city-block or the Euclidean distance given the presence of several high
correlations in R.

The original dataset does not contain any missing value. To appraise the perfor-
mance of the considered methods we proceeded through a simulation study designed
as follows. First, we removed the 19 outliers from the dataset. Second, we generated
MCAR values at 5, 10, and 20 % on the remaining submatrix with 181 rows. Next, we
imputed missing values according to the two approaches “with outliers” and “without
outliers”. In the with-outliers case, before proceeding to imputation, we added the
previously excluded 19 rows to the complete part of the data. In the without-outliers
case, we imputed missing values on the outlier-free dataset of n = 181 units. Finally,
in both the approaches we applied the four imputation methods FIP, FIM, IPCA, and
missForest. We repeated this procedure 1000 times. Imputation errors were assessed
through the RMSE defined in (7).

Figure 2 displays box plots of theRMSEvalues obtained formissForest, IPCA,FIP,
and FIM (the latter two with q = 0.1) in the case of 20 % missing values. The other
two cases of 5 and 10 % reporting the same trend are here omitted. The IPCAmethod
proves to be more sensitive to the kind of contamination present in the data, as shown
by the two box plots of RMSE in the with- andwithout-outliers cases.Moreover, IPCA
has the worst performance, as its errors turn out to be basically higher than those of
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Fig. 2 Swiss Bank Note data imputation in the presence of outliers and without outliers: box plots of
RMSE values of missForest, IPCA, FIM and FIP (q = 0.1) with 20 % of MCAR values

the other methods. FIM shows a similar trend though with slightly smaller errors.
Its poor performance is clearly caused by the presence of medium/high correlations
between the variables, in line with the simulation results of Sect. 3.2. It is also sensi-
tive to the presence of outliers, as appears from the different heights of the two with-
and without-outliers box plots. This reveals that the Mahalanobis distance, adjusting
for correlations of variables, could cause inclusion of outlying units in the donor set
depending on the type of data structure in the multidimensional space. On the other
hand, missForest and FIP are only slightly or not at all sensitive to the presence of
outliers. In particular, FIP with the Tchebycheff distance (second-last couple of box
plots) has its two with- and without-outliers box plots almost perfectly overlapping,
thus indicating that it is intrinsically robust to the presence of outliers. Moreover, FIP
has the smallest errors basically, so that it performs best among the considered meth-
ods. Parenthetically, in the with-outliers case we observe that among the three metrics,
the Euclidean distance tends to produce slightly higher RMSE values, given that, as
known, it is more sensitive to outliers.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a sequential distance-based approach for missing
data imputation. We have specified this approach, called Forward Imputation, to the
case of quantitative data by proposing two different variants, the first alternating NNI
with PCA (ForImpPCA), the second using the NNI method with the Mahalanobis
distance (ForImpMahalanobis). We have evaluated the performance of the proposed
methods, also in comparison with two popular competitors (missForest and IPCA), by
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means of an extensive MC simulation study undertaken in the presence of different
data patterns. In particular, we have reported and discussed results obtained under
skewness and unbalanced correlations, which are features frequently encountered in
real applications. We have also considered analyses and comparisons on real data
affected by the presence of outliers.

Our approach has turned out to be effective compared to IPCA andmissForest under
data structures in general represented by skew-distributed data and low/medium corre-
lations of variables, as also confirmed by the analyses carried out on real data. Further
inspections in the presence of different mechanisms generating missing data, or poten-
tial data contaminations such asmultivariate outliers, or data other than all-quantitative,
should be considered in the future in order to better appraise the potentialities of the
ForImp approach in such different situations. Moreover, the role of its principal con-
stituents, i.e. metrics and donors in NNI and the choice of the MVDA technique,
should be examined more carefully for supporting users with additional clues.
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Appendix

In FIP, the requirement: nk ≥ p for each k = 0, 1, . . . , K is not binding. For a given
k, suppose that nk < p, and consider the correlation matrix Rk computed from the
complete matrixXk (similar arguments would hold for the variance-covariance matrix
�k). LetZk be the standardizedmatrix derived fromXk . It follows that:Rk = 1

nk
Zt
kZk ,

forwhich: rank(Rk) ≤ nk < p.Now, consider thenk×nk product-matrix:Pk = ZkZt
k .

Standard results of matrix algebra ensure that Pk and Rk have the same rank. In
particular, as Zk has zero-mean columns, it always holds that: ZkZt

k1 = 0 · 1 = 0,
where 1 is a vector of nk ones, so that Pk always admits a zero eigenvalue. Therefore,
rank(Pk) = rank(Rk) ≤ nk − 1. Moreover, nkRk has the same non-null eigenvalues
of Pk , with (at least) extra p − nk + 1 eigenvalues equal to zero.

Let η
(k)
s be a non-null eigenvalue of Pk , and v(k)

s the corresponding normalized
eigenvector (s = 1, . . . , n′

k ≤ nk −1, where: n′
k = rank(Pk)). By definition, Pkv

(k)
s =

η
(k)
s v(k)

s . Pre-multiplying both members by Zt
k leads to: nkRkZt

kv
(k)
s = η

(k)
s Zt

kv
(k)
s ,

from which it is apparent that: Zt
kv

(k)
s = ξ (k)

s is the s-th p-dimensional eigenvector

of nkRk . Finally, from the fact that: ξ (k)
s

t
ξ (k)
s = v(k)

s
t
Pkv

(k)
s = η

(k)
s v(k)

s
t
v(k)
s = η

(k)
s , it

derives that the s-th normalized eigenvector of nkRk , which is also an eigenvector for

Rk , is given by:ω
(k)
s = ξ (k)

s /

√

η
(k)
s , while the s-th eigenvalue ofRk is: λ

(k)
s = η

(k)
s /nk ,

for s = 1, . . . , n′
k ≤ nk − 1 < p.
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